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Preface

Tourist Information

Welcome ...

... to our Tourist Information centre located 
in the heart of the city, at Dern‘sches Gelände.

Our team of Wiesbaden experts is committed to offering you 
charming and friendly advice and hospitality 

including individual tips for your Wiesbaden experience.

We look forward to welcoming you. The Tourist Info team.

Follow us on:

Marktplatz 1, 65183 Wiesbaden, Germany · Phone: +49 611 1729-930 
E-mail: t-info@wicm.de · Web: www.wiesbaden.de/tourism

Dear guests,

We look forward to showing you our favourite 

places and best kept secrets in Wiesbaden. 

Be curious and dive in. We have compiled a 

set of different elements of our favourite city 

experiences, and would like to invite you to 

explore them. Experience how warmly and 

openly Wiesbaden welcomes you, discover 

inspiring art, delicious cuisine and, above all, 

regenerating water that characterises the 

city in many facets. Indulge in the lightness 

of enjoyment. Rambles in Wiesbaden and its 

surroundings provide wonderful insights into 

the history of the city and fantastic views of 

the city from the green region.

Find your own favourite moments –  

we‘re glad you‘re here!

Dr Oliver Franz 
Mayor and Head of the Department of  
Economic Affairs of Wiesbaden, 
the State Capital of Hesse

Dr Oliver Franz 
Mayor and Head of the Department of 
Economic Affairs of Wiesbaden, 
the State Capital of Hesse
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Enjoy the natural and relaxing atmosphere 
in one of the many parks and gardens. 

A visit to the spa to enjoy the thermal 
water, strolling along the Rhine and Main 
promenades, or a convivial evening on 
the banks – water has a special value 
here. 

Have you ever tasted a glass of spring 
water? Warm springs bubble up right in 
the city centre – you can sample some 
here. 

To be in motion, take a deep breath, and to 
wind down, a walk in the palace gardens 
is just as good as a longer hike in the 
surrounding mountain ranges. The view 
of Wiesbaden is always priceless.

Roman Thermal Baths Festival, sam – 
Stadtmuseum am Markt city museum

Schloss Freudenberg,  
Wiesbaden-Dotzheim 

Kastel beach  
near Reduit

     Water 
 Nature&

Rettbergsaue,  
ferry crossing  
from Schierstein  
marina
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With all your senses 
in the countryside
Schloss Freudenberg

A place to immerse yourself in another world 
in the middle of a huge park. Hearing, seeing, 
feeling – discover the barefoot path in the 
field of experience for the senses, make water 
dance, or enjoy your drink in the Dark Café. 
Thirty-five "construction sites of joy" are 
waiting for you.

     Freudenbergstraße 224-226 
www.schlossfreudenberg.de 
(in German only)

Thirty years ago, a handful of artists founded a 

non-profit association here: the Society for Nature 

and Art. They have succeeded in reviving the 

manor house, which was in need of renovation, and 

the overgrown grounds surrounding the mansion.

Discover Roman (bathing) culture? The sam – 
Stadtmuseum am Markt gives you the chance 
to do just that. In Dern‘sches Gelände, groups 
of carnies will recreate the life of the Romans 
in terms of body care and health, cults and 
medicine – rounded off by a culinary offering 
of Roman food and drink.

     Am Markt, Wiesbaden 
www.wiesbaden.de/microsite/sam 
(in German only)

2  O C T  2 0 2 2 

Roman Thermal  
Baths Festival
sam – Stadtmuseum

As part of the "Year of Water 2022", artists, 
schools, museums, galleries, and numerous 
associations and institutions will be showing 
you how they have dealt with the topic of 
water at various locations in Wiesbaden until 
the end of the year. All offers and events are 
listed in a brochure available from our Tourist 
Information centre, and online at:  
wasser.wiesbaden.de (in German only).

26 
Did you know that according to legend,

Ekko the Giant, enraged by the fact that

a dragon escaped him while he was

hunting in the Taunus forests, thrust his

spear into the ground near Wiesbaden?

This caused hot water to shoot out

towards him and he had found the first

spring of healing water.

thermal springs

Roman Thermal Baths Festival 
sam – Stadtmuseum am Markt

Schloss Freudenberg,   
Wiesbaden-Dotzheim 
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Kastel beach  
near ReduitRettbergsaue, ferry 

crossing from 
 Schierstein marina

10
Wiesbaden stretches almost 

10 kilometres, or 6 miles, 

between Kastel and Schierstein, 

along the Rhine.

Pure holiday feeling
Kastel beach

Fancy a day off? With your feet in the sand, palm trees over your head, 
and a cocktail in hand, the beach on the banks of the river Rhine is ideal 
for this, and invites you to stay a little longer. Enjoy the view of the  
opposite city silhouette and Mainz Cathedral.

     Kastel Museumsufer, or museum riverbank, Wiesbaden 
www.bastion-von-schoenborn.de 
(in German only)

Mediterranean 
flair and real  
island feeling
Schierstein marina and 
Rettbergsaue

Strolling along the marina promenade 
while eating ice cream, or would you 
rather relax and enjoy a glass of wine 
at the wine stand and watch excursion 
and sailing boats?

You can also fill your backpack for a 
picnic and take a trip to Rettbergsaue 
island on the ferry known as "Tamara". 
The Schierstein marina gives you a 
Mediterranean feeling and provides 
pure relaxation. 

    Schierstein marina, Wiesbaden 
www.tamara.rettbergsau.de 
(in German only)

Thanks to its rich bird and plant life, 

90 percent of the Rettbergsaue island

 is a nature reserve.

www.mattiaqua.de/en/leisure/rettbergsaue

kilometres
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C
uriosity pays off in W

iesbaden. 
Sm

all and large stages offer inter-
national pieces and selected cabaret 
program

m
es. Festivals and open-air 

events exude lightness and sum
m

er 
m

ood. A
rtists do not shy aw

ay 
from

 tackling m
ajor social issues or 

playing w
ith new

 ideas. Join us to 
celebrate the 60th anniversary of 
Fluxus at several exhibition venues 
(M

useum
 W

iesbaden, sam
, K

unst-
haus, N

assauischer K
unstverein  

art society). W
hich w

ill be your 
favourite event?

Art
    Culture

&
Discover a different world? Ever-changing perspec-
tives? Experience culture amid lush green nature? 
All your senses are continuously stimulated while 
you enjoy drama and music in the middle of the 
city in a large enchanted garden where urban life 
and wilderness meet. When darkness falls, the light 
of the spotlights enchants the landscape and all 
becomes one with the play on stage.

     Unter den Eichen 1, 65195 Wiesbaden 
www.kultur-dschungel.de 
(in German only)

For further details about the 

programme and to book tickets visit:

www.kultur-dschungel.de

(in German only)

F R O M 2 4  J U N 2 0 2 2

Kultur-Dschungel  
at Unter den Eichen
New enchanted venue
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The idea of providing financial support to artists of 
all genres from Wiesbaden and the region during 
the Corona period was developed by the Schlachthof 
cultural centre in 2020. The event is scheduled to be 
held in 2022 at last. Ninety contributions to the  
festival were selected from over 200 applications. 
Let yourself be surprised by how the artists have 
dealt with the (times of) crisis in their creative work.

"Jazzrausch Bigband makes jazz sexy again", says the Bayerischer 
Rundfunk broadcasting corporation. Listen to the mixture of 
techno sound and big band jazz. An unusual sonic blend from an 
unusual big band that one has to think of as a total work of art, 
ranging from traditional swing-classical arrangements to hip-
hop-soul to avant-garde suites.

A musical meltdown with enormous stage presence –  
surprising and handmade. A Rheingau Music Festival event  
live at Kulturzentrum Schlachthof.

www.rheingau-musik-festival.de/en/

Further details about the programme

are available online:

www.schlachthof-wiesbaden.de

(in German only)

Here‘s a taste of what you may

look forward to: 

video: Jazzrausch Bigband live,

Jazzline | 2021

1  –  3  J U L  2 0 2 2

CORONArts Festival 
We‘re back – postponed is not 
abandoned, there‘s always  
another time, time to give back

2 3  J U L  2 0 2 2

Jazzrausch Bigband
Jazz meets electro beats

14
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1  J U N  –  3 1  AU G 2 0 2 2 

Summer Market
at Mauritiusplatz 
A summer oasis in the  
midst of the city  

Bringing nature into the city? In Mauritiusplatz square you 
can enjoy the new, spacious summer oasis. Artists from 
Wiesbaden and the region, fresh regional cuisine, crafts-
manship and entertainment invite you to linger and relax.

For two weeks, six exhibition venues will be 
presenting the work of national and international 
artists centring on "Turbulent Times".

From over 500 applications, a jury selected 37 
artists to show their works. A diverse supporting 
programme featuring lectures, artist talks, films, 
and guided tours supplements the exhibitions,  
and offers opportunities for exchange with  
artists and curators.

Exhibition venues: Aktives Museum Spiegelgasse, 
Frauen Museum Wiesbaden, Kunsthaus, Kunst-
verein Bellevue-Saal, Rubrecht Contemporary, 
Stadtmuseum am Markt

Further details about the 

programme are available

online: 

www.wifo2022.de/en/

Monday to Saturday 10 am – 10 pm

Sunday noon – 10 pm

Further details are available online:

www.wiesbaden.de/leben-in-wiesbaden/freizeit

(in German only)

1 3 –2 8  AU G 2 0 2 2 

[ Turbulent Times ] 
12th Wiesbaden Photo Days
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SOMETHING 
FOR EVERY 
TASTE

V
isit the 

H
essian State Theatre W

iesbaden

OPERA | DRAM
A | BALLET |

CONCERTS | YOUTH THEATRE
1 - 1 1  S E P  2 0 2 2

Wiesbaden Biennale 
Extraordinary, offbeat, and eager  

to experiment

As part of the Wiesbaden Biennale, stars from the international art, 
performance and dance scene will be performing at the Hessian State 
Theatre between 1 and 11 September. Exceptional US choreographer 
Trajal Harrell opens the festival with "The Cologne Concert". The 
programme also features the Chilean LASTESIS collective as well as 
"Sun & Sea (Marina)", an opera that was awarded the Golden Lion at 
the Venice Biennale.

www.wiesbaden-biennale.eu/en/home

Just lying on the beach, applying

sunscreen, reading, dozing?

Become part of the "Sun & Sea

(Marina)" performance, send in your

application, and be an active

part of it.

Photo: Sun & Sea  
(Marina) opera 
performance by 
Rugilė Barzdžiukaitė, 
Vaiva Grainytė, and Lina 
Lapelytė
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&Quarters            
Pleasure

Spending time in Wiesbaden – in culinary terms, 
you can‘t do without wine, sparkling wine, coffee, 
or special confectionery. In addition to the well-
known Henkell sparkling wine cellars, you will find 
numerous regional wines at the farmers‘ and wine 
markets as well as the street festivals. Wiesbaden 
also has a remarkable café and patisserie culture. 

In the quarters, you will discover numerous gastro-
nomic and handicraft offers that skilfully combine 
tradition and innovation. A stroll through the small 
shops in the quarters and a culinary temptation is 
definitely worth it. Just let yourself drift and enjoy.

For further details about the 

programme and

to book tickets visit:

www.kleinode-westend.de

(in German only)

Walk through Wiesbaden‘s 
Westend quarter with your eyes 
and ears open, pay attention to 
the "emergency entrance signs", 
and let yourself be surprised. 
Artists, small businesses,  
restaurateurs, healthcare 
professionals, and many others 
invite you to come in. Stroll 
through the streets into hidden 
backyards and get to know the 
fascinating world of work  
in the Westend.

35
Some 35 artists, freelancers, and self-employed

persons are taking part in this event organised

on their own initiative – enjoy a special day in

the Westend.

people involved in  
culture and arts

9  J U L  2 0 2 2

Discovering 
treasures
Westend
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Tue–Sun: open 3-10 pm

Book online: 

www.chateau-nero.de

(in German only)

Further details about the 

programme are available online:

www.poesie-im-park.de

(in German only)

3 days, 128 creative forces –

last year, some 4,000 to 5,000 visitors

enjoyed the wide-ranging 

programme offered at

Biebrich palace gardens.

130
metres above the city

Neroberg hill has been known by that name 

since the 19th century; it towers 130 metres, 

or 426.5 feet, above Wiesbaden‘s city centre.

Enjoying wine above 
the rooftops of the city
Château Nero

Arrive. Enjoy. Stay. A wonderful view and wine to enjoy 
above Wiesbaden – on Neroberg hill, Château Nero is 
waiting for you on a hidden plateau above the vineyard, 
offering a diverse range of wines from the Kloster 
Eberbach state wineries. Why not make your Wiesbaden 
experience perfect by taking a ride on the Neroberg 
mountain railway? However, a nice walk on foot is also 
worth its while. Or you can come by bike. At the  
Löwenterrasse, or terrace of the lions, simply keep to 
the right and walk along the wall.

On the grounds surrounding the orangery and 
along the line of sight of the park, between the 
palace and the pond, artists from Wiesbaden 
and the region cordially invite you to marvel, to 
be confused and irritated. To laugh, pause, and 
stay for a while. To feast, sip, and enjoy. Art, 
music, literature, and performance – surprises 
are part of the programme over the three days.

www.poesie-im-park.de 
(in German only) 

1 2 - 1 4  AU G 2 0 2 2

Poesie im Park: 
Poetry in the 
park – some kind 
of arts festival
Biebricher palace gardens
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A chapel becomes  
a cultural site
Bergkirchenviertel quarter

The Hospital of the Merciful Brothers of 
Montabaur was built in the heart of the old 
town in 1864. It served as a hospital until 
1966 when the premises were converted 
into apartments.

The chapel was preserved, was taken over 
by the Brentanos Erben association, and 
transformed into a "free space" for culture 
– the "Monta cultural site".  
A varied programme of dance, theatre,  
and literature is on offer.

      Schulberg 7-9, Wiesbaden  
www.kulturstaette-monta.de 
(in German only)  

For further details about the 

programme and 

to book tickets visit:

www.kulturstaette-monta.de

(in German only)

In August, you can go on a special culinary expedition  
at the longest wine bar in the world. Around a hundred 
vintners from Wiesbaden and the Rheingau region offer 
more than 1,000 wines and sparkling wines for you to  
taste and enjoy.

www.wiesbaden.de/microsite/rheingauer- 
weinwoche-en/index.php

In May 2022, the first

"Monta Open" cultural

award was presented to 

Nicolas Mahler, the 

Austrian caricaturist,

cartoonist, and poet.

1st
Monta cultural award

1 2 -2 1  AU G  2 0 2 2

Cheers to all of us
Rheingau Wine Festival

"The Rheingau Wine Festival is a 

great opportunity for us to maintain 

and expand personal contact

with our customer base from  

Wiesbaden. Interesting conversations 

with wine lovers as well as an

exchange and cooperation between 

the Rheingau winegrowers always 

make these ten days unique."

Anja Schäfer,  
W.J. Schäfer GbR winery, 

Hochheim am Main
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1   Roman Thermal Baths Festival 
Am Markt, city centre

3   Schierstein marina 
"Tamara" ferry, Schierstein

2   Schloss Freudenberg 
Freudenbergstraße 224-226, Dotzheim

4   Kastel beach 
Banks of the river Rhine at Kastel

Water & Nature

5   Kultur-Dschungel 
 Unter den Eichen 1

7   Jazzrausch Bigband 
Schlachthof, Murnaustraße 1

6   CORONArts Festival  
Schlachthof, Murnaustraße 1

8   Summer Market 
Mauritiusplatz, city centre

9   Wiesbaden Photo Days 
Different venues, city centre

10   Wiesbaden Biennale 
State Theatre, Christian-Zais-Straße 3

Art & Culture

16   Wiesbaden in your ear 
Different venues, city centre

18   Museum Reinhard Ernst 
from 2023: Wilhelmstraße 1, city centre

17   60 years of Fluxus 
Different venues, city centre

19   Museum Wiesbaden 
Friedrich-Ebert-Allee 2, city centre

20   Bandshell concerts 
Kurpark

21   Walkmühle 
Bornhofenweg 9

History & Stories

22   Wine experience trail, Künstler winery 
Hochheim am Main, Upper Rheingau

24   Café Feinherb 
Am Geiersberg 3, 65375 Oestrich-Winkel

23 	 	Blind	flight	into	space 
Schloss Johannisberg, Geisenheim

Rheingau & Surrounding Regions

11   Kleinode entdecken –  
Discovering treasures 
Westend, around Bismarckring

13   Château Nero 
Löwenterrasse, Neroberg

12   Poesie im Park – Poetry in the park 
Biebrich palace gardens, Rheingaustraße 140

14    Kulturstätte Monta 
  Schulberg 7-9, Bergkirchenviertel

15   Rheingau Wine Festival 
Marktplatz, city centre

Quarters & PleasureFinding 
your way 
around

18 quarters 
also offer their own cultural days

The colourful and varied programme includes both exhibitions 

and readings as well as music, and is always good for surprises. 

Further details about the programme are available online: 

www.wiesbaden.de/stadtteilkultur

(in German only)
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Great personalities such as the painter Alexej von 
Jawlensky discovered Wiesbaden as their dream 
location. They lived and worked here, found in-
spiration here, and had their work exhibited here. 
You will always discover something new in the 
museums, studios, and galleries. Contemporary 
collectors and gallery owners curate current art 
history of the state capital.

Wiesbaden	has	also	served	as	a	setting	and	filming	
location for stories, sometimes hidden, sometimes 
obvious, and the stories behind the architecturally 
stunning cityscape are well worth exploring. 
The new success stories are lived by the many 
founders and hosts who shape the city‘s lifestyle, 
warmly welcoming locals and guests alike.

Johann Wolfgang von

Goethe wrote in 1815:

"Wiesbaden has done me 

a lot of good and I‘d like to 

repeat it."

Even today, our city leaves a 

lasting impression on visitors 

that keeps them coming 

back and rediscovering 

the city.

History
            Stories

28



Listening to the city
Wiesbaden in your ear

That not only sounds exciting, but it is. Why 
not embark on a treasure hunt and look for 
traces of history? 

Wiesbaden‘s large squares, small paths, and 
special places open up on your smartphone 
during an interactive "Wiesbaden im Ohr" 
[Wiesbaden in your ear] adventure tour. 

The audio guide tells you about well-known 
sights and hidden quarters – informative, 
entertaining, exciting, and very individual. 
You can design your own city tour and hurry 
or linger, immerse yourself or stroll by.

www.wiesbaden.de/imohr  
(in German only) 

. . . . . . .  THermine  // Die kleine Stadtbahn

. . . . . . .  Caligari FilmBühne  // 4, 3, 2, 1: Film ab!

. . . . . . .  Marktkirche // 150 Lieder in luftiger Höhe

. . . . . . .  Mauergasse // 150 Meter Gute-Laune-Faktor

. . . . . . .  Café Maldaner // Kaffeehaus-Charme

. . . . . . .  Kaiser-Friedrich-Therme// Warm-up für die Sinne

. . . . . . .  Kochbrunnen // Die Quelle der Geschichte

. . . . . . .  Nerobergbahn //Schön, schräg und einzigartig

. . . . . . .  Papageien // So grün wie laut!

. . . . . . .  Hessisches Staatstheater // Was für ein Theater!

. . . . . . .  Kurpark // Ganz schön spritzig!

. . . . . . .  Spielbank Wiesbaden // Faites vos jeux!
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Gute Laune
Bimmeln

Walzer

Wuuuusch
lecker

WIESBADEN 

Scannen, hinhören und sammeln!

THERMINE

Die kleine Stadtbahn01

UND SO FUNKTIONIERT DAS GANZE: Es gibt einen Plan, 
der mit Pickpoints (siehe Pins) auf unsere urbanen 
Highlights hinweist. Dort angekommen, finden sich 
QR-CODES auf den Schildern, die per Smartphone-
Kamera gescannt werden und dann kann man über 
den Browser auf die hinterlegten Inhalte zugreifen. 
Toller Vorteil für Schatzsucher: Alle Sehenswürdigkei-
ten lassen sich auch ohne zusätzliche App sammeln. 

ALSO, AUF GEHT’S: 
WIESBADEN IM OHR  
starten und auf Ent- 
deckungsreise gehen!

Die persönliche  
Sammlung findet  
man jederzeit unter  
app.pickablue auf  
dem Smartphone oder  
unter dem folgenden  
QR-Code.

175th
On 16 July, the Nassauischer Kunstverein art society 

will be celebrating its 175th anniversary. 

It is Wiesbaden‘s oldest cultural association.

Fluxus causing a 
furore in the city
60 years of Fluxus

In 1962, a spectacular event staged at the 
Museum Wiesbaden heralded the birth of 
an art movement that caused a worldwide 
sensation: Fluxus. 

At the time, the audience was amused, but 
also outraged, at the performance of Philip 
Corner‘s Piano Activities during which pro-
tagonists smashed a grand piano to pieces 
in the museum‘s lecture hall at the Fluxus 
– Internationale Festspiele Neuester Musik 
festival (Fluxus – International Festival of 
the Newest Music). These events signifi-
cantly contributed to the development of 
performance art. 

As a Fluxus city, we would like to draw 
attention to the work of the Fluxus artists to 
mark the movement‘s 60th anniversary. 

The Artothek art library, Museum Wiesbaden, 
and the Kunsthaus are also planning  
exhibitions, as is the Nassauischer  
Kunstverein art society, which is  
celebrating its 175th birthday this year.

www.wiesbaden.de/fluxus

Start Wiesbaden in your ear 

and explore the city!
"Wiesbaden is a lovely city 

with an international  

atmosphere. During my time 

as a ‘host‘ of the Wiesbaden 

Kurhaus, I was able to welcome 

many visitors to the Kurhaus 

and the Bowling Green. 

One thing was the same for 

everyone: they came as guests 

and left as friends."

Suresh Soni, former "host"  
at Wiesbaden Kurhaus

Further details about the 

programme are available online:

www.wiesbaden.de/fluxus

(in German only)

anniversary of Nassauischer 
Kunstverein art society
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570
Immerse yourself in the world of Art Nouveau, 

and be amazed by the more than 570 works.

Further details and impressions 

are available online:

www.museum-reinhard-

ernst.de/en/

Three collectors, two museums,
one city – connected by art

Museum Reinhard Ernst 

On the sidelines of a business trip to Paris, 
a visit to a museum turned Reinhard Ernst 
into an admirer and collector of abstract 
art. His wish to share art with all visitors 
and to bring abstract art closer to children 
and adults has been fulfilled by having the 
Museum Reinhard Ernst built.

Ernst‘s collection focuses on abstract 
German and European post-war art,  
abstract Japanese art, and American  
Abstract Expressionism.

For further details about the exhibitions, opening 

hours, and to book tickets visit:

www.museum-wiesbaden.de/en/

Museum Wiesbaden 
Frank Brabant has lived in Wiesbaden for more than 60 years. His passion for  
collecting began in 1964, essentially by chance, when he purchased a woodcut 
by Max Pechstein in a Frankfurt gallery – he was fascinated by the art of  
Expressionism and New Objectivity. 

His collection now includes more than 600 works, some of which can be seen 
in exhibitions, most of which, however, are displayed in his home. On his 80th 
birthday, Brabant, who ran legendary discotheques in Wiesbaden in the 1970s, 
decided to donate his paintings, with an estimated value of 30 million euros, to 
two museums after his death: the State Museum in his birthplace Schwerin, and 
the Museum Wiesbaden. 

In 2017, while he was still alive, Ferdinand Wolfgang Neess donated his Art 
Nouveau collection to the Wiesbaden State Museum. It was the largest dona-
tion the museum has ever received. Two years later, on his 90th birthday, the 
"Art Nouveau Donation F.W. Neess" exhibition was debuted, and has been on 
permanent display ever since.

Save the date: the opening of the Museum 

Reinhard Ernst is scheduled for the 

spring of 2023

"At some point, the walls at 

home are no longer suffi-

cient for your own pictures. 

Then you realise that

you‘ve gone from being an 

art lover to being an art 

collector," 

says Reinhard Ernst, adding:

"Meanwhile I only collect 

for the museum and there-

fore for the public."

Reinhard Ernst,
art collector and patron

Art Nouveau works
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Kissed awake in the 
open air
Bandshell concerts at the Kurpark

Collaborating with musician John Dunn, the  
Kulturwerkstatt Godot e.V. association is set to 
start a new series of concerts bringing  
Wiesbaden‘s concert shell back to life.  
Enjoy the music in the Kurpark and relax.

Sun, 4 Sep 2022, 2-4.30 pm

Finish the holidays with "Blanc de Noir", Wiesba-
den‘s ’boogie baron’ Alexander von Wangenheim 
on piano, and singer Caroline Mhlanga. 

They present a cuvée of finely tuned musical 
flavours ranging from blues, to jazz, to pop and 
soul. Dancing during the concert break is much 
appreciated! Henkell Freixenet sponsors a small 
bottle of sparkling wine for all spontaneous 
dancers.

Sun, 18 Sep 2022, 2-4.30 pm

Season finale of the 2022 bandshell concerts 
featuring Denis Wittberg and his Schellack 
Solisten. 

The 10-strong ensemble plays original dance and 
light music from the Golden 20s and 30s as well 
as New German Wave smash hits in the style of 
the 20s! 

The concert break is themed "Dance on the 
Volcano" and Henkell Freixenet will reward all 
those who dare to dance with a small bottle of 
sparkling wine!

From industrial  
wasteland to 
cultural site
Walkmühle

The refurbishment of the grain store, boiler 
house, malt house, cold storage, and stables has 
finally been completed after ten years of work 
– creating a lively place for culture. Different 
exhibitions, dance, workshops, and music will 
surprise you. 

Get in touch with the artists and enjoy the 
cultural gem. Walkmühle not only offers public 
exhibitions and cultural events, it is also a 
publicly funded artists‘ studio building for 
freelance artists.

www.walkmuehle.net 

"For me as a man from 

Wiesbaden, organising 

concerts in the bandshell of 

the Kurpark is also a look

back to the past. I remember 

various dance events where 

my parents took me and my 

sisters. While

they danced, we walked 

around in white stockings 

on the pebbles in front of 

the shell, piling up

pebbles and throwing them 

into the Kurpark pond."

John Dunn,  
musician, music teacher, ideator,  

and organiser of the bandshell concerts

Further details about the 

programme are available 

online: www.walkmuehle.net

(in German only)

Further details are available

online: www.wiesbaden.de/kultur/musik 

(in German only)

187
were created by photographer Christiane 

Erdmann. Since 2016, she has been taking 

photos of the craftspeople who worked at 

Walkmühle.

portraits
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Experiencing the Rheingau region means hiking 
through vineyards, tasting wine, visiting winegrowers 
– sure! It also means experiencing Rhine romanticism 
or one of the largest music festivals in Europe. Over 150 
concerts invite you to unusual and historical venues to 
enjoy some special moments. 

The unique location has an almost Mediterranean cli-
mate. The geographical position opens up an incredibly 
varied landscape and its geology allows for extraordi-
nary wines to grow. Here monastery follows monastery. 
Time	travellers,	pilgrims,	and	nature	lovers	will	find	
their way here. Modern apps accompany the hiking 
trails offering details on myths, legends and riddles, 
meditative impulses and mindful questions. There is 
no	need	for	you	to	do,	finish,	or	think	about	anything	
here. Just put one step in front of the other, and let your 
thoughts run free.

Experiencing 
the Rheingau region

Fancy a piece of French 
Provence?
How about ending the evening with fine French 
cuisine and fine wine? The twin sisters Jennifer 
and Nathalie Dienstbach have found a new 
home in the Künstler winery, and are giving you 
a piece of France.

    Les deux Dienstbach chez Künstler 
Weingut Künstler, Geheimrat-Hummel- 
Platz 1a, Hochheim am Main 
www.les-deux-dienstbach.de 
www.weingut-kuenstler.de/en

Wine experience trail  
Upper Rheingau
In the region just before the river Main flows into 

the Rhine, you can explore the wine and cultural 

landscape between Hochheim am Main and  

Flörsheim. 

Whether on foot or by bike, the Oberer Rheingau 

wine experience trail provides you with interesting 

facts about the climate, events that made history, 

and winegrowers will reveal some of the secrets 

of their outstanding wine. Enjoy unusual views of 

the urban landscape despite being in the midst of a 

wine-growing area. 

www.rheingau.com/weinerlebnisweg- 
oberer-rheingau 
(in German only)

Find out more about the 

Rheingau region at:

www.rheingau.com/en
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Hessian State Museum of Art 
and Natural History
Friedrich-Ebert-Allee 2
65185 Wiesbaden
www.mu-wi.de, 0611 ⁄ 335 2250

Discover our  
digital offers and  

our free audio guide  
available in the  

Museum Wiesbaden app

From mythical works of art and 
pioneers of modern art to the  
diversity of nature

A cultural experience for all your  
senses — let yourself be enchanted!

Café Feinherb 

Connected by an idea

Wine on the one hand, and sweets on the 
other. It all started with a passion for baking. 
Various baking courses later, two cousins 
came up with the idea to open their own 
café. They made their dream come true in 
the rooms of the Stettler winery. Enjoy the 
creative, homemade delicacies prepared with 
seasonal and regional produce.

      Café Feinherb, Am Geiersberg 3, 
65375 Oestrich-Winkel 
Café: Mar–Oct 
Wine tavern: Nov–Feb 
www.facebook.com/cafefeinherb 
(in German only)

Blindflug ins All – Blind 
flight into space 

5 August, 7 pm

An experience for (almost) all your senses. 
Before the Orchester im Treppenhaus starts 
its blind flight into space, they will provide 
you with sleeping masks and blindly guide 
you to your seat. Enjoy a special concert 
experience in complete darkness.

     Schloss Johannisberg, Geisenheim 
www.rheingau-musik-festival.de/en

Further details about the programme 

are available online:

www.rheingau-musik-festival.de/en

25
The Rheingau Music Festival is one of 

the largest music festivals in Europe, 

offering more than 150

concerts in the region at 25 venues 

between 25 June and 3 September.

venues in  
Wiesbaden, the  

Rheingau and the  
surrounding region
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